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 Signals and Spillover: Brown v. Board of
 Education and Other Social Movements
 David S. Meyer and Steven A. Boutcher

 The watershed Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board ofEducation affected activist politics on issues that extend well beyond
 African-American civil rights or education. The apparent success of the Court decision in spurring social change encouraged activ
 ists in other social movements to emulate the NAACP Legal Defense Fund's litigation strategy, and to adapt organizational struc
 tures, political strategies, and rhetoric borrowed from the civil rights movement. We examine how a Supreme Court decision and its
 subsequent interpretation influenced the development of other social movements. Borrowing from work on social movements, we
 contend that the Court decision signaled judicial openness to stand up for minority points of view on questions of fundamental
 rights, and that the civil rights movement spilled over to affect other movements. Activists continued to respond to that signal
 decades after Brown, even when that signal of judicial responsiveness and openness did not reflect the real prospects for achieving
 influence through a litigation-based strategy.

 O n February 11, 2004, nearly fifty years after the
 Supreme Court handed down its landmark deci
 sion, Brown v. Board ofEducation, a political activ

 ist echoed the Court's rejection of "separate but equal"
 treatment of American citizens. The Supreme Judicial
 Court of Massachusetts had ruled in December that a
 state law providing for the option of "civil unions" between
 gay people violated the guarantees of equal treatment estab
 lished by the Massachusetts constitution. Citing its own
 opinion months before, the Court held that the state con
 stitution "affirms the dignity and equality of all individu
 als" and "forbids the creation of second-class citizens." 1 In
 effect, the state constitution afforded same-sex couples the
 same marriage opportunities and obligations enjoyed by
 opposite-sex couples; the Court delayed immediate imple
 mentation of its decision, but set a short deadline for
 legislative action.

 Seeking to prevent gay marriages in Massachusetts, state
 legislative leaders hastily convened a constitutional con
 vention with the express intent of avoiding this day of
 reckoning; they sought to amend the state constitution to
 eliminate any protections against discrimination that might
 open the door for same-sex marriage. The Supreme Judi

 cial Court's decision, however, prevented any easy com
 promise that afforded gays the benefits of marriage without

 marriage, and advocates on both sides of the issue aggres
 sively mobilized their supporters.

 Opponents of gay marriage in the Massachusetts debate
 pointed to natural law. As example, State Representative
 Marie Parente opined, "Nature left her blueprint behind
 and she left it in DNA, a man and a woman.... I didn't
 create that combination, Mother Nature did."2 At the
 same time, supporters of gay marriage repeatedly drew
 analogies to the civil rights movement. State Senator Dianne

 Wilkerson recalled growing up as a black woman in the
 South, "I know the pain of being less than equal and I
 cannot and will not impose that status on anyone else ...
 I was but one generation removed from an existence in
 slavery. I could not in good conscience ever vote to send
 anyone to that place from which my family fled."3

 Although marriage, much less gay and lesbian rights,
 didn't figure into the politics of the Brown decision, the
 language of Brown was everywhere, and advocates claimed
 to capture its spirit. Arline Isaacson, co-chair of the Mas
 sachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political Caucus warned, "It's
 increasingly clear that the Legislature is positioning itself
 to take back the marriage rights we currently have, to take
 back over 1,000 protections we currently have, to enshrine
 discrimination into our constitution, and to create a sys
 tem of separate but unequal."4 The Legislature was unable
 to craft an amendment commanding majority support,
 and gay marriages legally commenced in Massachusetts
 on May 17.

 The anniversary of Brown produced a great deal of writ
 ing assessing its effects, often considering Brown's place in
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 a larger framework of a centuries-long struggle for civil
 rights, its impact and limitations, and various visions of
 the work left to be done.5 At the same time, the Supreme
 Court and the civil rights movement both left legacies
 that extend far beyond the intent of judicious activists
 or activist judges. Here, we mean to consider the impact
 of the landmark civil rights decision, and the way it was
 interpreted, on the broader landscape of American poli
 tics, paying particular attention to social movements
 expressly concerned with issues other than African
 American civil rights. We mean to contribute to a fuller
 evaluation of Brown, as well as to a broader approach to
 assessing the outcomes of social movements.
 We begin by considering the claims activists and ana

 lysts have made for the significance of Brown. Although
 generally credited with helping to animate and focus the
 civil rights movement, scholars have also noted the Court's
 dependence upon other actors and institutions in order to
 effect broad social change. We then turn to the literature
 on social movements, reviewing theories relevant to our
 consideration of the extended effects of a judicial decision
 and a social movement, pointing particularly to the con
 cepts of "signals" as a component of political opportunity,
 and the "spillover" of one social movement to another. We
 examine two related legacies of Brown for subsequent social
 movements: the use of litigation as a social movement
 strategy, and the focus on "rights" as an organizing prin
 ciple or "master frame."6 While Brown signaled an open
 ing for activists facing difficult terrain in other political
 venues, activists continued to respond to the signal long
 after an apparently open moment in the Court had passed.
 In our conclusion, we return to the unfolding case of gay

 marriage to recapitulate the arguments of the article.

 The Brown Watershed
 The unanimous decision in Brown v. Board of Education
 looms large in virtually every narrative of the civil rights

 movement. Although African-Americans had been orga
 nizing for civil rights for decades beforehand, the decision
 marked a national political breakthrough.7 To be sure,
 civil rights had appeared episodically in presidential poli
 tics in the years prior: Harry Truman desegregated the
 armed forces by executive order in 1947, as part of a larger
 effort to ramp up American foreign and military policies; 8
 Truman's tumultuous 1948 reelection campaign was
 marked by pressure for government action by reformers
 within the Democratic party, most notably Minnesota Sen
 ator Hubert Humphrey, and by the first exit of Southern
 Democrats from the party over the issue, led by Senator
 Strom Thurmond and his "Dixiecrats." Still, Brown
 promised- or threatened-to step into the day-to-day lives
 of black and white Americans on a scale previously unimag
 inable, with children on the front edge of massive social
 change.

 Explicitly reversing Plessy v. Ferguson and declaring de
 jure segregation of public schools unconstitutional, the
 decision marked a success for a long-term litigation strat
 egy employed by the National Association for the Advance
 ment of Colored People (NAACP)'s Legal Defense Fund,
 which was based on building on smaller decisions about
 segregation in professional schools and in other public
 institutions.9 While Brown generally obscures the other
 cases in public memory, it followed scores of cases that
 examined racial segregation in schools and other public
 institutions. The League of United Latin American Citi
 zens (LULAC), founded in 1927, had also employed liti
 gation in the service of desegregation. In 1945, backed by
 LULAC, five Mexican American families filed a lawsuit in
 the Federal District Court in Los Angeles, challenging
 segregated schools in Orange County, in a case called Men
 dez v. Westminster. In April 1947, a U.S. Circuit Court of
 Appeals upheld a decision on behalf of the Mexican Amer
 ican students, on the logic that Latinos did not constitute
 a non-white race,10 following numerous cases that ruled
 on whether, Japanese, Chinese, Armenian, Filipino, or Syr
 ian people, for example, were actually legally white.1'

 The strategy animating Brown represented a departure
 in that it ended the run of cases about who was entitled to
 the privileges of whiteness, in effect, undermining dejure
 racial privilege for any group. Read aloud from the bench

 with all nine justices present, the decision immediately
 sparked action in both support of and opposition to both
 the desegregation of schools and a broader civil rights
 agenda. Brown aligned the Court with the goal of civil
 rights, often against the positions of not only Southern
 state governments, but also the president and Congress,
 and suggested both a tactic (litigation) and an orientation
 (equal rights) that animated the civil rights movement
 and subsequent movements for decades to come. It prom
 ised that the Supreme Court could-and would-do what
 other institutions of government would not.

 Brown became the textbook example of the Supreme
 Court's political influence, even as scholars disputed how
 influential the decision itself was. Gerald Rosenberg, in a
 careful study of the effect of judicial decisions on public
 policy, argues that analysts assign too much importance to
 the Court.12 He contends that schools only started to
 desegregate in response to legislative action-which itself
 was a response to social mobilization.'3 Brown's impor
 tance, Rosenberg claims, is exclusively symbolic.14

 But symbols matter-even if the justices could not force
 other branches of government to implement their deci
 sion. In a long response to Rosenberg, Michael McCann
 contends that a full evaluation of the importance of Brown,
 or any Supreme Court decision, must consider how other
 actors, including supporters and opponents, responded to
 the decision, which can alter the opportunities and dis
 cursive frameworks within which politics takes place.15
 He calls such an evaluation a "decentered" view of the
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 Court and social change offers a more accurate portrayal
 of influence than the narrower view that Rosenberg under
 mines. In the aftermath of Brown we see both other actors
 responding in important ways, and chroniclers recount
 ing versions of the story that omit the complicated polit
 ical processes that developed.

 The decision circulated around activist circles. Rosa Parks
 read it, in conjunction with Henry Thoreau's essay on
 civil disobedience, at the Highlander Institute in Nash
 ville in the summer of 1955. Brown operated as a "signal"
 of changed political opportunities for African-Americans,16
 particularly a newly receptive federal government, and
 spurred what McAdam describes as "cognitive liberation"
 among activists and potential activists, that is, a new sense
 of personal efficacy for pursuing social change.17 Brown
 encouraged Rosa Parks and other activists to challenge
 segregation in the institutions that touched them, and
 also encouraged others, black and white, Southern and
 Northern, to support them.

 Both supporters and critics constructed Brown as a land
 mark in American political history, creating a mythic tale
 of judicial influence. According to Aryeh Neier, "There is
 little need to speculate about one part of the legacy of
 Brown. It stimulated blacks and other deprived minorities
 to seed redress of their grievances through litigation....
 Brown is the cause of the transformation and remains its
 symbol." 18 Key to the appeal of litigation, he notes, is the
 notion that a strategy based on argument in the courts can
 obviate the need to build majority support in other polit
 ical institutions. Neier proclaims, "Brown was a spectacu
 lar demonstration that a depressed minority might prevail
 in the courts, that the usual trappings of power did not
 predetermine the results of litigation. . . A cause might
 lack the strength to prevail in the legislatures or to make
 officials in the executive branch listen to it seriously, but
 the courts-so the word went out with Brown-would pay

 more attention to its justice than to its resources." 19
 Others have suggested that Brown, in conjunction with

 a series of the Warren Court's criminal law decisions, led
 Americans to place undue emphasis on the courts in the
 political process. Reformers turned to the courts, writes
 Mary Ann Glendon, crafting arguments based on rights
 and entitlements rather than building majorities through
 broader political campaigns.'o The Brown decision served
 as an emblem of a responsive and powerful legal system
 that afforded challengers not only legal victories, but finan
 cial support through legal settlements that lawyers and
 organizations used to continue their work on behalf of
 disadvantaged people.21 Of course, this also took some
 political pressure-and accountability-from other polit
 ical institutions.

 In summary, Brown appeared as a "critical event" for
 the civil rights movement.22 The decision provided a touch
 stone for government and activists, against which both
 the civil rights movement and institutional political actors,

 charted their own courses. Given the mythic importance
 of the case, we must wonder how the decision affected
 other social movements.

 Signals and Spillover
 Social movements respond to, but also influence, main
 stream politics, public policy, and culture. Activists choose
 strategies they believe to be accessible and potentially effec
 tive, and the outcomes of their efforts, at least as under
 stood by others, shape the opportunities they and others
 face in the future.23 Civil rights activists pursued Brown
 and other litigation because they saw it as their best pros
 pect for political influence, given the inherent difficulties
 of pursuing minority rights in other (majoritarian) insti
 tutions, as well as the disproportionate influence that white
 Southern Democrats enjoyed in both Congress and elec
 toral politics.24 The Brown decision was thus, partly, an
 outcome of social movement activism. The results of this
 decision, and the way in which it was interpreted, affected
 subsequent movements. Social movement theory provides
 several concepts that help us understand how.
 Movements can affect other movements both indi

 rectly, through government actions they influence and cul
 tural changes they contribute to, and directly, through
 shared personnel and coalition politics.25 By inviting the
 Brown decision, civil rights activists altered the structure
 of political opportunity that activists, concerned with civil
 rights or other issues, faced. In assessing influence, we
 should identify mechanisms through which the civil rights
 movement and Brown affected subsequent movements, so
 that we can trace the processes by which change takes
 place.26 For the purposes of this analysis, we can focus on
 three distinct mechanisms: shared personnel between the
 civil rights movement and other movements; changes in
 the external environment, or political opportunity struc
 ture; and purposive emulation-all in some way related to
 the Brown decision.27 We describe them first in general,
 and then turn to the case.

 Personnel. While social movements are often explicitly
 identified with only one issue or set of issues, activists
 rarely are. Working in a variety of related social changes
 over several decades is the rule rather than the exception
 for individual activists.28 The civil rights movement was
 animated by people who had a range of other political
 concerns, most notably, commitments to economic jus
 tice, peace, and the labor movement. Activists can shift
 goals and groups in response to the changing political
 environment, responding to proximate threats and oppor
 tunities, while maintaining an essentially consistent polit
 ical world view.29 After Brown, and certainly after the
 heyday of the civil rights movement, activists filtered into
 other social movements, bringing with them not only a
 world view, but an arsenal of tactics. Activists schooled in
 the civil rights movement went on to become key players
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 in numerous movements, including the Free Speech Move
 ment, the student movement, the anti-war movement,
 the women's movement, the pro-life movement, and local

 environmental campaigns.30
 Political Opportunity Structure. The world outside a

 social movement, that is, its political context, influences
 its emergence, development, and ultimate influence. Schol
 ars working from this premise refer to the structure of
 political opportunities a movement faces, economically
 defined by Tarrow as "consistent-but not necessarily
 formal or permanent-dimensions of the political strug
 gle that encourage people to engage in contentious poli
 tics."'31 Protest movements alter the structure of political
 opportunity, and thus the shape and potential efficacy
 of subsequent movements.32 A movement's efforts can
 make certain strategies and claims more attractive or prom
 ising than others for its successors, and create a pattern
 of potential government responses to challengers. As we
 will see, the Brown decision made the judiciary an attrac
 tive venue for social movement activity, and encouraged
 activists to adopt a rights-based frame and a litigation
 strategy.

 Emulation. McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly define "emula
 tion" as "collective action modeled on the actions of oth
 ers."33 In order for emulation to take place, strategic
 activists must see their issues and identity as similar to
 those they copy, and must believe that adopting the tactic
 and sorts of claims of others has a reasonable chance of
 ensuring safety and providing success. In this regard, the
 apparently successful litigation strategy culminating in
 Brown created a "demonstration effect"34 for other social
 movements.

 Brown as a Signal for Social Movements
 Based on the premises outlined above, we can summarize
 the ways in which the civil rights movement, through the
 Brown decision, "spilled over" to affect subsequent social
 movements.

 Shared Personnel. The adoption of the litigation model
 of the civil rights movement was aided by the movement
 of personnel from the civil rights movement to successor
 movements. The experience of activism spurred young
 people who had campaigned in the South, for example, to
 return to their communities and take on issues of eco
 nomic justice and rights of other disadvantaged groups.
 Breines, for example, documents how civil rights work
 energized student activists, and led them to take on urban
 issues in the North, transforming a concern with civil
 rights to a more inclusive one of economic justice. One

 wing of the women's movement of the 1960s and 1970s
 grew out of the civil rights movement, responding partly
 to women's frustration at their treatment within the move

 ment. The anti-war movement, also, was built on the orga
 nizations of students who had supported civil rights, and

 was filled with young lawyers who saw the Federal judi
 ciary as a potential ally.35

 Brown's apparent success encouraged this view. First,
 whatever its limitations, Brown put not only school deseg
 regation, but civil rights for African Americans more gen
 erally, on a broad national political agenda. Because
 activists-and others-mobilized in response to Brown,
 the decision became even more important. The decision
 sent several significant messages: first, segregation violated
 fundamental individual Constitutional rights, and the Fed
 eral government would intervene to end it.

 Second, the Supreme Court was a powerful and inde
 pendent political institution, and therefore an attractive
 venue for activism on behalf of those who might not win
 elsewhere. The Court could act against other popular and
 democratically accountable institutions, in the service of
 the Constitution, and could stand against majority will to
 defend the Constitution and the rights of minorities. Afri
 can Americans in the South in the 1940s and 1950s did
 not face many attractive political alternatives for redress.
 Congress was dominated by a Democratic Party that
 depended upon a solid Southern (segregationist) contin
 gent to maintain its majority. Presidents were also loath to
 act on civil rights for fear of alienating the South. The
 Court, more distant from political pressure, was the best
 available bet.

 For social movements, which arise mostly among those
 who cannot win through more conventional political activ
 ities,36 the Court was especially enticing. In addition to
 having the capacity to stand against majority rule, activ
 ism within it was relatively cheap. This is not to say that
 the long years of litigation and professional expertise nec
 essary to prevail in the legal system come without diffi
 culty or expense, only that they appear more accessible
 than other political alternatives. Partly as a result, Epp
 reports that foundations were increasingly willing to devote
 their resources to litigation-based campaigns, seeing the
 potential of a large payoff for a relatively manageable
 investment.37

 Third, the choice to use the Supreme Court encour
 aged activists to frame their claims Constitutionally, and
 in terms of fundamental rights understood as opportuni
 ties for individuals; it directed claimants to look to the
 Federal government-and particularly the judiciary-as a
 protector. The apparent responsiveness of other branches
 of government, particularly the Executive, to the Court,
 and the receptivity of the judiciary to certain kinds of
 claims, encouraged all sorts of groups who saw themselves
 as disadvantaged to adopt a litigation strategy based on
 rights. Indeed, the 14 years following Brown were charac
 terized by an activist court protecting individual rights of

 weak or unpopular constituencies, and hearing challenges
 against the government by a wide range of interests.

 While the Court has always been a last resort for in
 dividuals threatened by powerful interests, including

 84 Perspectives on Politics
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 government, after the 1950s, the Court became "the most
 accessible, and often the most effective instrument for
 bringing about the changes in public policy sought by
 social protest movements."38

 Next, we can consider emulation. Civil rights activists'
 success in using the courts led a range of other interests to
 adopt litigation strategies, and indeed, even the organiza
 tional structure of the NAACP and its Legal Defense Fund.

 O'Connor, for example, describes pressure from board
 members of the National Organization for Women (NOW)
 to create a subsidiary directed to litigate on behalf of

 women's rights.39 Baker, Bowman, and Torrey report that
 the feminist movement's concern with discrimination
 against women, and inequality between women and men,
 led them to adopt the NAACP's approach as "the only
 obvious model .... . following the NAACP's example,
 liberal feminists worked within the system to achieve change

 by focusing on 'gaining equal opportunity for women as
 individuals."'40 They report that NOW deliberately "cop
 ied the methods, structures, and funding techniques of
 the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and concentrated, like
 that organization, on the courts as an instrument of change
 through litigating cases raising constitutional claims." 41
 Costain notes that members of Congress made the con
 nection between women and blacks, and copied legisla
 tive provisions for civil rights as well.42

 The successful example of litigation, and the simple
 story about social change implicit in a judicial pronounce
 ment, encouraged the strategy, and groups sought to frame
 themselves as like African Americans in some way, usually
 as a distinct group that suffers discrimination. Activists
 organized to provide for equal protection under the law,
 the same standard articulated in Brown, regardless of the
 nature of their constituency.43 The model was most easily
 adopted by other ethnic minorities and women, but it
 spread to consumers, disabled people, anti-war activists,
 crusaders against poverty, and even animal rights and envi
 ronmental activists.

 Handler reports that the war on poverty's legal services
 program, started in 1967, was explicitly modeled on the
 NAACP and the Legal Defense Fund,44 as was the Envi
 ronmental Defense Fund, also founded in 1967.45 In these
 cases, as with the NAACP, dedicated organizations raised
 money to hire lawyers to file litigation to achieve their
 political goals, to win political visibility, and to raise more
 money. The iconic status of the Brown decision, in which
 the Supreme Court reversed a long-standing precedent
 and articulated a clear vision of individual rights that man
 dated, although it did not effect immediate change in laws
 and policies, provided an incredible temptation for envi
 ronmental groups. If the Court could find a right for equal

 access to education, perhaps it could also find a Constitu
 tional right to a clean environment.46

 The most obvious parallel to the Brown case for social
 movements was the successfull effort to use the Supreme

 Court to bypass state legislatures on abortion rights.
 Responding to Brown, Planned Parenthood organizers had
 begun litigation to get the judiciary to ensure access to
 birth control, advancing the notion of a "privacy right."
 Activists' attention to the Courts represented something
 of a shift, as abortion advocates had primarily been advo
 cating for liberalized laws through state legislatures. Blocked
 in the Connecticut legislature by the organized opposi
 tion of the Catholic Church, Planned Parenthood saw the
 federal judiciary as a friendly venue and powerful ally. In
 1965, the Supreme Court recognized a privacy right in
 Griswold v. Connecticut, citing "penumbra" or shadows
 cast in the Bill of Rights, and the fourteenth amendment
 protection of due process.

 Building on this precedent, two young lawyers in Texas,
 Linda Coffee and Sarah Weddington, resolved to challenge
 abortion law in Texas, hoping for a sweeping decision com
 parable to Brown. Recent graduates of the University of
 Texas Law School, both were well-informed on the deseg
 regation decision. Both women were also involved with new
 activist women's organizations. Coffee was a member of
 NOW and the Women's Equity Action League, and Wed
 dington had joined a feminist consciousness-raising group.47
 They approached their goal politically, searching for a plain
 tiff to establish standing in order to challenge the law.

 The victory in Roe (1973) came before extensive national
 action on abortion rights, and spurred political action,
 first from opponents of abortion rights, and then, in
 response, from advocates of abortion. The evolving debate
 has hinged on competing visions of rights, where abortion
 rights advocates emphasize the autonomy of women to
 make decisions about their bodies and lives, and anti
 abortion advocates seek to assert Constitutionally pro
 tected rights for the fetus-or unborn child.48 This has
 resulted in virtually perpetual litigation and mobilization
 on abortion rights, and a discourse that is not amenable to
 resolution through either unambiguous victory or negoti
 ated compromise.49

 The abortion story is one that remains particularly
 salient, but as an example of activists employing a litiga
 tion strategy and discourse of rights it is hardly unique.
 Table 1 offers a preliminary inventory of social movement
 litigation groups, most formed in the long, deep wake of
 Brown-with the notable exception of the American Civil
 Liberties Union (ACLU). To compile this list, we used
 several internet search engines and a variety of key words
 to identify social movement groups that employed the
 litigation strategy well-established by the NAACP's Legal
 Defense Fund or that employed the rhetoric of rights that
 Brown institutionalized in American politics.

 A few qualifications are in order: first, this is not all
 inclusive, and the descriptions provided are from the
 organizations themselves, and so must be considered in
 complete, at least partly as marketing appeals, rather than
 objective assessments of activities. Most of these groups
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 Table 1
 Selected national rights organizations

 Organization (Founding) Description/Mission Statements
 ACLU* (1920) Non-profit, non-partisan organization committed to defend

 the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
 NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund* (1940) Litigates to guarantee equal treatment and make civil

 rights for African Americans and other disenfranchised
 groups.

 Center for Constitutional Rights* (1966) Non-profit legal and educational organization dedicated to
 protecting and advancing the rights guaranteed by the
 U.S. Constitution.

 National Organization for Women* (1966) Uses innovative legal, legislative, and educational strat
 egies designed to secure equality and justice for women
 across the country.

 Environmental Defense Fund* (1966) Dedicated to protecting the environmental rights of all
 people.

 Center for Law and Education* (1969) Strives to make the right of all students to quality education
 a reality throughout the nation and to help enable commu
 nities to address their own public education problems
 effectively.

 National Consumer Law Center* (1969) Works to defend the rights of low-income consumers on
 scores of issues that absorb their precious resources and
 diminish their efforts to lead productive lives.

 Americans United for Life* (1971) Oldest pro-life organization dedicated exclusively to nation
 wide efforts to reinstate respect for human life in Ameri
 can law and culture.

 Public Citizen* (1971) National, non-profit consumer advocacy organization that
 represents consumer interests in Congress, the executive
 branch, and the courts.

 Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund/Earth Justice (1971) Works through the courts to safeguard public lands,
 national forests, parks, and wilderness areas.

 Southern Poverty Law Center* (1971) Small civil rights law firm is intemrationally known for
 its tolerance education programs, its legal victories
 against white supremacists and its tracking of hate
 groups.

 Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights (1973) Works to establish the right of Catholic lay and clergy to
 participate in American society without defamation or
 discrimination.

 Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund* (1973) National organization committed to achieving full recogni
 tion of the civil rights of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, the
 transgendered, and people with HIV or AIDS.

 National Gay and Lesbian Task Force* (1973) National progressive organization working for the civil rights
 of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people.

 National Right to Life Committee (1973) NRLC is a national pro-life organization committed to restor
 ing legal protection of human life.

 Pacific Legal Foundation* (1973) Battles to protect individual liberty and government intrusion
 into the lives of Americans.

 Student Press Law Center (1974) The Student Press Law Center is an advocate for student
 free-press rights and provides information, advice, and
 legal assistance at no charge to students and the educa
 tors who work with them.

 Animal Liberation Front (1976) Carries out direct action against animal abuse in the form of
 rescuing animals and causing financial loss to animal
 exploiters, usually through the damage and destruction of
 property.

 Pension Rights Center (1976) Consumer organization dedicated solely to protecting and
 promoting the pension rights of American workers, retir
 ees, and their families.

 Mountain States Legal Foundation* (1977) Non-profit public interest law firm dedicated to individual
 liberty, the right to own and use property, limited and
 ethical government, and the free enterprise system.

 National Center for Learning Disabilities (1977) Works to increase opportunities for all individuals with learn
 ing disabilities to achieve their potential

 (continued)
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 Table 1 (Continued)

 Organization (Founding) Description/Mission Statements
 National Center for Lesbian Rights* (1 977) National legal resource icenter with a primary commitment to

 advancing the rights and safety of lesbians and their
 families.

 Parent Advocacy Coalition for Educational Rights (1977) Expands opportunities and enhances the quality of life of
 children and young adults with disabilities and their families.

 Human Rights Watch (1978) Evaluates the human rights practices of governments in
 accordance with standards recognized by international
 laws and agreements.

 Indian Law Resource Center* (1978) A legal, environmental, and human rights organization for
 Indian tribes and other indigenous peoples in the West
 ern Hemisphere.

 Animal Legal Defense Fund* Seeks to end the suffering of abused animals. Founded by
 attorneys active in shaping the emerging field of animal
 law.

 Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund* National law and policy center dedicated to protecting and
 advancing the civil rights of people with disabilities.

 Animal Rights Coalition (1980) Individuals interested in animal rights. Works to end exploita
 tion of all animal species through public education, activ
 ism, and intervention.

 People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (1980) Dedicated to establishing and protecting the rights of all
 animals.

 Animal Rights Mobilization (1981) Animal rights advocates dedicated to the elimination of
 animal exploitation and abuse.

 Association of Veterinarians for Animal Rights (1981) Actively works toward the acquisition of rights for all non
 human animals by educating the public and the veteri
 nary profession about a variety of issues concerning
 nonhuman animal use.

 Council for Disability Rights (1981) Advances the rights of people with disabilities and pro
 motes public policy and legislation, public awareness
 through education, and provides information and referral
 services.

 Rutherford Institute* (1982) Civil liberties organization that provides free legal services
 to people whose constitutional and human rights have
 been threatened or violated.

 National Organization for Men (1983) Works to promote and advance the equal rights of men in
 matters such as affirmative action programs, alimony,
 child custody, battered husbands, divorce, and other
 programs.

 Center for Individual Rights* (1989) Non-profit public interest law firm dedicated to the defense
 of individual liberties.

 American Center for Law and Justice (1990) Civil rights organization committed to the defense of reli
 gious freedom and civil liberties for Americans.

 American Veterans for Equal Rights (1990) Dedicated to serving gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgen
 der veterans and active duty personnel, challenging the
 discriminatory policies of the Department of Defense.

 Center for Reproductive Rights* (1992) Nonprofit, legal advocacy organization that promotes and
 defends the reproductive rights of women worldwide.

 Disability Rights Advocates* (1993) Disability Rights Advocates is a national and international
 non-profit organization dedicated to protecting and
 advancing the civil rights of people with disabilities.

 Feminists for Animal Rights (1993) Non-profit national educational organization dedicated to
 ending all forms of abuse against women, animals, and
 the earth.

 AnimalRights.Net (1998) This web site provides a critical analysis of the animal rights
 movement and debunks many of their claims.

 Foundation for Individual Rights in Education* (1999) Seeks to defend and sustain individual rights at America's
 colleges and universities.

 Worker Rights Consortium (2001) Created by university administrations, students and labor
 rights experts whose purpose is to assist in the enforce

 ment of manufacturing Codes of Conduct adopted by
 colleges and universities.

 * = Litigation organization
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 Figure 1
 Civil rights and the Supreme Court, 1946-2001
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 were formed during or after a period of tremendous growth
 in the number of interest groups in American politics,
 which was a response to broad changes in the organiza
 tion of American politics, including, but not limited to,
 a period of judicial activism on rights.50 Finally, websites
 are relatively cheap to maintain, and the presence of an
 active site does not necessarily guarantee a vigorous orga
 nization behind it.
 Nonetheless, the visible extent of organizational and

 strategic emulation is striking. The language of rights and
 the strategy of litigation extend well beyond the concerns
 of ethnic minorities, much less African Americans, to
 include women, disabled people, the environment, gays
 and lesbians, student journalists, and animals in labora
 tories, farms, and the wild. Group claims explicitly refer
 ence due process under the law, basic rights, and challenge
 the notion of separate standards. Opponents of the social
 movements of the 1960s have also organized litigation
 oriented social movement groups to advance their politi
 cal concerns. The Center for Individual Rights, for example,
 recently advocated against affirmative action at the Uni
 versity of Michigan, citing Constitutional protections for
 the rights of non-minority applicants (Grutter v. Bollinger;
 Gratz v. Bollinger). The Pacific Legal Foundation repre
 sents property owners and the general right of private
 property against environmental regulation. Any observer
 can find at least a few groups on this list whose attribu
 tions of similarity to black children in the South in the
 1950s seems strained, if not completely tortured. The point

 is that in the wake of Brown, more groups representing
 more constituencies have formed to advance a broader
 variety of claims through litigation.

 Consequences of Spillover
 Public understanding of the Brown decision encouraged
 numerous groups to adopt a litigation strategy for pursu
 ing their political claims. The widespread diffusion of a
 litigation strategy has also had other consequences worth
 considering. A social movement strategy organized around
 litigation may lead activists to pursue efforts unlikely to
 pay off for them, neglecting alternative political strategies
 (including mass politics) that might ultimately prove more
 effective. A proliferation of lawsuits based on causes can
 crowd court dockets, distorting activist claims while under
 mining respect for the legal system and the law more gen
 erally. Even when successful in winning favorable decisions,
 litigation can provoke a political backlash against the cause
 and against the courts.

 Activists read Brown as a signal of a responsive Supreme
 Court, but they continued to respond to that signal even
 when the Court that issued it was long gone. Although
 the Court has sometimes intervened against majorities to
 protect fundamental rights, activist groups cannot reliably
 count on it. Figure 1 shows that while the number of
 groups employing litigation-based strategies has increased
 dramatically, and rather consistently since Brown, the share
 of favorable Court decisions has decreased precipitously.51
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 The declining number of liberal decisions doesn't mean
 that conservative activists are now winning sweeping vic
 tories in the courts. To be sure, conservative advocacy
 groups have also actively sought to advance their claims
 through the courts, but they have also been frequently
 disappointed, as seen in recent cases about ending affir
 mative action (Grutter; Gratz) and preventing the seizure

 of private property (Kelo v. City of New London). Anti
 abortion crusaders have been unsuccessful in reversing Roe
 v. Wade, despite decades of litigation and some significant,
 but not sweeping, victories in interpretation. The fig
 ure does suggest, however, that groups pursuing social
 change through a litigation-based strategy are unlikely to
 get the results they seek. Activist groups are responding to
 an old green light that now marks the entry to a grid
 locked intersection.

 The focus on the Court, perhaps once appropriate for
 some organizations, continues even after the composition
 and political role of the Court has changed. Advocacy
 groups, however, routinize activities, rhetoric, and tactics
 in order maintain their support and survival, and they
 develop organizational structures and professional staff that
 generally make tactical shifts or innovation more difficult.52

 Further, the adoption of litigation ties any social move
 ment claimant to the law and Constitutional interpreta
 tion. It is tempting to assume that we can produce massive
 social change by convincing a small number of justices, by
 strength of legal argument and logic, to mandate the pol
 icies we want, avoiding the messier and potentially less
 logical business of mass politics. By focusing on interpre
 tation, however, social movement organizations may neglect

 simple, but unattractive, possibilities, most notably, that
 the law may not be on their side and that a clever inter
 pretation of the vague language of the Constitution will
 fail to win many adherents. The sometimes twisted Con
 stitutional logic that groups must employ in order to make
 Constitutional claims on, say, the rights of animals, under
 mines respect for the law more broadly and for Court
 decisions on other issues.

 Moreover, in seeking to frame claims that appeal to
 Supreme Court justices, groups adopt a language of rights,
 inherently absolute and not amenable to compromise. Such
 language provokes opposition. This virtually ensures con
 tinued litigation as well as conflict outside the courts. When
 the Court does provide a favorable ruling, it is likely to
 inspire opponents not only to continue litigation, but also
 to undertake the necessary political organizing to forestall
 change. As a notable example, Roe v. Wade mobilized not
 only opposition to abortion rights, but also a broader con
 servative movement, which continues as a powerful force
 in American politics. The conservative backlash to Roe has
 recently led both liberal and conservative writers to lament
 the decision.53

 The apparent simplicity of the judicial process, which
 results in a Supreme Court decision that can be inter

 preted as a win or loss, makes for a simpler story than the
 more complicated political processes that promote broad
 social change. Glendon suggests that the story of Brown
 has led to unfair, and distorted expectations of the Court
 on other issues, arguing, "Our justifiable pride and excite
 ment at the great boost given to racial justice by the moral
 authority of the unanimous Supreme Court decision in
 Brown seems, in retrospect, to have led us to expect too
 much from the court where a wide variety of other social
 ills were concerned. Correspondingly, it seems to have
 induced us to undervalue the kind of progress represented
 by an equally momentous social achievement: the Civil
 Rights Act of 1964."54

 Simplified stories of the civil rights movement focus on
 Brown and edit out not only earlier lawsuits, but also the
 messy, difficult, and critically important political organiz
 ing and social protest that led to legislative action and
 social change. The important legal triumph led activists to
 expect the Court to step in more frequently against major
 ities to rescue the righteous. To the extent that groups
 focus on institutions unlikely to be responsive, they may
 be missing real openings elsewhere in the American
 polity-and neglecting efforts to create such openings.
 We might add that the focus on the Court has to some
 degree corrupted electoral politics, as candidates running
 for office, particularly the presidency, can campaign by
 promising to uphold or overturn Court decisions, on say,
 abortion, gay marriage, or the death penalty, mobilizing
 voters and raising money and expectations-making prom
 ises on which even successful candidates cannot deliver.

 The Lure of the Law
 Given the difficulties of winning broad social change in
 the courts, why do activists continue to pursue litigation
 oriented strategies? Persistence in the face of an unfavor
 able environment is a function of ideological enticements,
 organizational interests, specialized expertise, and policy
 threats. First, activists are lured to the courts by what Stu
 art Scheingold called the "myth of rights."55 More than
 three decades ago, Scheingold warned that this myth, and
 the concomitant faith that the legal system, if properly
 challenged, could promote sweeping social change, was
 misdirecting activist attentions. Still, the popular under
 standing of Brown sustains activist faith in the same way
 that stories of lottery winners lead others to buy lottery
 tickets next time: you have to play to win.

 Unlike playing the lottery, however, engaging in litiga
 tion entails greaters risks than the costs of entry. Even as
 activists lawyer on in search of the big victory, they risk
 defeats that can destroy morale and deal the cause a set
 back.56 Although the law can be a powerful resource, it is
 not one that activists can reliably control. As Sally Engle
 Merry argues, "There is both power and danger in the use
 of courts. There is power in wielding a potent weapon,
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 one which is symbolically powerful and can have severe
 consequences. But there is the danger of losing control of
 the weapon, of initiating a process which cannot be
 stopped."57

 Second, some social movement organizations have
 extensive resources invested in the pursuit of social change
 through litigation. Activists are committed to social change,
 but they are also bound to support the survival of their
 organizations, and to make best use of the tools and
 expertise they have. Social movements comprise multi
 organizational fields, including groups that specialize in
 litigation. In order to sustain the flow of resources into
 these groups, they must maintain an identity distinct
 from their allies, and continue to offer the promise of
 victory.58 Continued litigation fills a distinct organiza
 tional niche within a social movement, and makes use of

 well-established organizational expertise; even in the
 absence of social change, it is an organizational survival
 strategy.

 Third, like organizations, individuals have investments
 in particular identities and tactics. Lawyers committed to
 social change employ familiar tactics and make use of the
 skills they have. The choice of the legal system as a venue
 for political action reflects not only beliefs, but educa
 tional and professional investments that support those
 beliefs. It's easy to imagine the cause lawyer doubting the
 effectiveness of shifting his or her skills and efforts to an
 alternative political venue.

 Finally, advocates of social change continue to litigate
 at least partly because their opponents do. When an oppos
 ing group seeks to pursue its interests through the courts,
 it virtually forces its opponent to do the same-or risk
 leaving a potentially important front in the political battle
 undefended.59 Groups can try to respond to their oppo
 nents by bringing alternative cases to the legal system,
 ones with more favorable facts or district judges; mini
 mally, they can file amicus curiae briefs in opposition to
 other advocates As long as either side sees the courts as a
 potentially relevant institution, numerous groups will con
 tinue to channel their efforts there. Clearly, efforts to pur
 sue social change through the courts continue against long
 odds of success.

 Conclusion
 We can return to the example at the outset of this paper to
 see some of Brown's legacy at work in the past year or two.
 The gay and lesbian movements' focus on marriage emerged
 from material, as well as symbolic, concerns. Because health
 insurance, for example, is dispensed through the family
 unit, the costs of being barred from marriage are quite
 substantial. The "civil union" alternative, trumpeted by
 Howard Dean, John Kerry, Dick Cheney, and others in
 the 2004 presidential campaign, was crafted to provide

 material equality while ducking divisive symbolic, reli

 gious, and moral issues-and the politics of absolutes.
 Once the Supreme Judicial Court in Massachusetts acted,
 however, using the language of fundamental rights and
 "separate but equal," the inevitable battle escalated.

 Using the language of rights, a few local officials began
 to act. Mayor Gavin Newsom ordered the City of San
 Francisco to issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples.
 The Constitution of the United States, he argued, pro
 vides for this fundamental right-even in opposition to a
 recently passed state referendum prohibiting gay mar
 riage, and a federal law "defending" marriage. Based on
 his analysis, he claimed he was not breaking the law, but
 instead, followed the Constitution's higher law. The mayor
 of New Paltz, New York, adopted a similar analysis, and
 began performing marriages himself. In response, an embat
 tled President, George W Bush, sought to use the issue to

 mobilize his own support, calling for a Constitutional
 amendment to define marriage as a mixed-sex institution,
 a proposal quietly dropped after his 2004 victory. That
 election also saw referenda prohibiting same-sex marriage
 in eleven states; all passed by very large margins in a pre
 emptive backlash against judicial intervention. Mean
 while, both federal and state courts have begun to pass
 judgment on the issue, but we feel safe in predicting both
 sides pushing the issue further and further up the judicial
 system, hoping for an ultimate resolution that, even if
 articulated, is unlikely to sit.

 Brown v. Board ofEducation serves as an icon of Amer
 ican progress and judicial activism. Here, we have ignored
 its most obvious effects-on segregation, education, and
 law, focusing instead on its impact on successor social

 movements. Brown's legacy inspired, invited, and pro
 voked all sorts of other social movements to turn to the
 legal system to pursue their claims. This has also affected
 the way they have framed their claims and mobilized
 support.

 Activists read the Brown decision, aided by popular inter
 pretations of its influence, as a signal of the openness of
 the Courts to rights claims from those unlikely to win
 through other political means. Groups interpreting the

 NAACP's success in winning this decision, explicitly emu
 lated its strategies and organizational structure. Impor
 tantly, organizational structures and routines adopted in
 one time have essentially remained, even as the signal of
 judicial responsiveness may no longer be appropriate. In
 effect, the powerful litigation interpretation may serve as a
 "bait and switch," in which groups have committed to a
 strategy that is no longer most promising or appropriate.
 Symbols can matter, often in unexpected and unintended
 ways, and can have long-lasting effects.

 In turning to the legal system, activist groups have rec
 ognized that the Supreme Court has the capacity to affect
 large scale political changes-albeit constrained some

 what by the language of the Constitution. Expecting the
 Court to come to the rescue, and placing activist hopes in
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 the hands of a small number of people acting on their
 behalf, undermines the notion of a broader democratic
 politics; indeed, it is compatible with a kind of vicarious
 political participation in which professionals act on behalf
 of a broader imagined constituency.60 In placing politics
 in the hands of the Court, however, activists may have
 neglected a broader, more democratic, and potentially more
 effective politics.
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